Froese, Julie (SD)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Chisick <jchisick@industrialmetals.ca>
December-03-19 2:49 PM
Froese, Julie (SD); Dan Chisick
RE: 2018 Annual Report Industrial Metals

JulieI’m sorry for the delay on this response.
Regarding noise monitoring, your comment suggests that a calibrated noise monitor is recommended. Does this mean that it is
required? Recorded levels have remained reasonably consistent since we started taking readings unless there are other factors
(trains, traffic, etc) outside of our operations that are out of our control.
Regarding reducing noise impacts, there are limited things that we can do in such an effort. For safety purposes, we must
leave back up sirens on all moving equipment. We have used “walls” of trailers to try to insulate the sound from the
shredder. However, we are operating a heavy industrial operation with M3 zoning in an industrial park so I am not certain,
other than continuing to monitor, what options we have left.
I don’t believe you were looking for clarification on the shredder explosions or air quality monitoring sections of the letter but
please let me know if you do.
In terms of soil and water monitoring, we were told that we should be re-sampling every 5 years after the baseline year, which
would take us to 2022.
In regards to ASR sampling, the samples are taken quarterly and tested at the end of the year. The reference in the report was
incorrect and can be updated.
I am available to discuss this further at your request.
Regards
Josh
From: Froese, Julie (SD) <Julie.Froese@gov.mb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 8:37 AM
To: Josh Chisick <jchisick@industrialmetals.ca>; Dan Chisick <dan@industrialmetals.ca>
Subject: FW: 2018 Annual Report Industrial Metals
Good morning,
I haven’t seen a response to this letter. Could you please provide that as soon as possible.
Thank you.
Julie Froese
Environment Officer
Conservation and Climate
Ph 945-7104

From: Froese, Julie (SD)
Sent: September-20-19 7:52 AM
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To: Josh Chisick <jchisick@industrialmetals.ca>; Dan Chisick <dan@industrialmetals.ca>
Cc: Oswald Wohlgemut <owohlgemut@jrcc.ca>
Subject: 2018 Annual Report Industrial Metals
Good morning. Please see the attached letter regarding the 2018 Annual Report.
Julie Froese
Environment Officer
Manitoba Sustainable Development
Ph 945-7104
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